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La crise du coronavirus a bouleversé le quotidien 
des citoyens européens, qui ont enduré de nom-
breuses restrictions tant dans leur vie privée que 
professionnelle. Tous les secteurs économiques 
ont été touchés et le notariat ne fait pas excep-
tion. L’année 2020 a été une année particulière-
ment exigeante pour les notaires, qui ont dû 
s’adapter a�n de garantir sur l’ensemble des terri-
toires la poursuite du service public de la justice, 
qui est un service essentiel d’intérêt général. Les 
réponses apportées ont été, bien sûr, nationales, 
mais un e�ort inédit de coordination au niveau 
européen a également vu le jour avec l’adoption 
d’un fond de relance d’une importance inédite, de 
l’ordre de 750 milliards d’euros. 

Zn tant que président du CNUE, une de mes 
priorités a été d’assurer un suivi des di�érentes 
dispositions prises par les Etats membres, qui ont 
été a�ectés à des degrés divers par la pandémie. 
Pour autant, il serait faux de croire que l’activité 
règlementaire européenne aurait diminué. Pen-
sons par exemple à la transposition dans le droit 
national de la directive sur la digitalisation du 
cycle de vie des entreprises, qui doit se faire d’ici 
au mois d’août 2021. Sous l’égide du CNUE, nous 
avons travaillé à la mise en place de solutions 
innovantes en vue d’une transposition e�cace de 
la directive. Cette dernière devra tenir compte de 
nos obligations, en tant que notaires, dans la lutte 
contre le blanchiment des capitaux et le �nance-
ment du terrorisme. A ce titre, c’est avec grand 
intérêt que nous avons accueilli en mai 2020 la 
publication du plan d’action de la Commission 

européenne en matière de lutte contre le blanchi-
ment. 

2020 a également été une année de rupture. 
Désormais, la priorité de nos gouvernants est celle 
de la transition vers le numérique. La Commission 
européenne a publié le 2 décembre 2020 une 
communication sur la digitalisation des systèmes 
de justice au sein de l’Union européenne. Son 
objectif  : faire du numérique l'option par défaut 
dans la coopération judiciaire transfrontalière. 
Face à la crise, les notariats européens ont large-
ment privilégié largement le recours aux nou-
velles technologies, provoquant des évolutions 
législatives rapides. De plus en plus, la prépara-
tion des actes notariés peut se faire en ligne par 
vidéoconférence. Les notaires communiquent 
avec les citoyens par des canaux cryptés. Les regis-
tres publics sont accessibles en ligne et les 
notaires les alimentent de manière numérique. 
Avec la crise, nous sommes clairement arrivés à un 
point de bascule dans la numérisation de nos 
activités.

Nous pourrons d’autant mieux embrasser cette 
évolution que nous serons ambitieux dans notre 
politique de formation vis-à-vis des notaires 
européens. La Commission a publié �n 2020 sa 
nouvelle stratégie en matière de formation pour la 
période 2021-2024. Elle propose d’élargir le 
champ de la formation à de nouveaux sujets, tels 

que la numérisation ou l’intelligence arti�cielle et 
à des thèmes et méthodes innovants. Sous ma 
présidence et suivant cette impulsion, le CNUE 
s’est engagé à dans un nouveau programme de 
formation. Nos e�orts ont déjà permis de former 
plusieurs milliers de notaires et nous allons désor-
mais mettre l’accent sur l’acquisition de com-
pétences en ligne. Les formations sont indispens-
ables, comme l’est la mise à disposition d’outils 
numériques élaborés par et pour la professions. Je 
pense ici au Réseau Notarial Européen (RNE – ww-
w.enn-rne.eu), auquel font désormais con�ance 
plus de 2000 notaires européens.

Chers confrères,
Chères consoeurs,

L’année 2020 a montré notre capacité de résil-
ience. C’est avec sérénité et con�ance que nous 
devons désormais nous tourner vers l’avenir

Georgios Rouskas
Président du CNUE 2020

Le Conseil des Notariats de l’Union Européenne (CNUE) est 
l’organisme o�ciel et représentatif de la profession notariale 
auprès des institutions européennes. Le CNUE regroupe les 
notariats des 22 États membres connaissant cette institution : 
Allemagne, Autriche, Belgique, Bulgarie, Croatie, Espagne, 
Estonie, France, Grèce, Hongrie, Italie, Lettonie, Lituanie, 
Luxembourg, Malte, Pays-Bas, Pologne, Portugal, République 
tchèque, Roumanie, Slovaquie et Slovénie. Les notariats de 
Macédoine du Nord, du Monténégro, de Serbie et de Turquie sont 
membres observateurs.

The Council of the Notariats of the European Union (CNUE) is the 
o�cial body representing the notarial profession in dealings with 
the European institutions. The CNUE brings together the notariats 
of the 22 EU Member States familiar with this institution: Austria, 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Estonia, France, 
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 
Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, 
Slovenia and Spain. The notariats of the Republic of North 
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey are observer members.
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INTRODUCTION

The coronavirus crisis has disrupted the daily lives 
of European citizens, who have endured many 
restrictions in their private and professional lives. 
All economic sectors have been affected and the 
notariat is no exception. 2020 has been a particularly 
demanding year for notaries, who have had to adapt 
in order to guarantee throughout the territories 
the continuation of the public service of justice, 
which is an essential service of general interest. The 
responses provided were, of course, national, but an 
unprecedented effort to coordinate at European level 
was also made with the adoption of a recovery fund 
of unprecedented size, of the order of EUR 750 billion.
As President of the CNUE, one of my priorities has 
been to monitor the various measures taken by the 
Member States, which have been affected to varying 
degrees by the pandemic. However, it would be 
wrong to believe that European regulatory activity 
would have decreased. Consider, for example, the 
transposition into national law of the Directive on the 
digitalisation of the life cycle of companies, which is 
due to take place by August 2021. Under the aegis 
of the CNUE, we have been working on innovative 
solutions for the effective transposition of the 
directive. The directive will have to take into account 
our obligations, as notaries in the fight against 
money laundering and terrorist financing. In this 
respect it was with great interest that we welcomed 
the publication of the European Commission’s action 
plan on combating money laundering in May 2020.
2020 was also a year of change. From now on, the 
priority of our governments is the transition to digital 
technology. On 2 December 2020, the European 
Commission published a communication on the 
digitalisation of justice systems in the European 
Union. Its objective: to make digital technology the 
default option in cross-border judicial cooperation. 
Faced with the crisis, European notariats have 
largely favoured the use of new technologies, 
leading to rapid legislative changes. Increasingly, the 
preparation of notarial acts can be done online by 
videoconference. Notaries communicate with citizens 

via encrypted channels. Public registers are accessible 
online and notaries supply them digitally. With the 
crisis, we have clearly reached a turning point in 
digitalising our activities.
We will be able to embrace this development all 
the better if we are ambitious in our training policy 
for European notaries. At the end of 2020, the 
Commission published its new training strategy for 
the period 2021-2024. It proposes broadening the 
scope of training to include new subjects, such as 
digitalisation or artificial intelligence, and innovative 
themes and methods. Under my presidency and 
following this impetus, the CNUE embarked on a 
new training programme. Our efforts have already 
made it possible to train thousands of notaries and 
we will now focus on the acquisition of online skills. 
Training is essential, as is the provision of digital tools 
developed by and for the profession. I am thinking 
here of the European Notarial Network (ENN –  
www.enn-rne.eu), which is now trusted by more than 
2000 European notaries.
The year 2020 has shown our resilience. It is with 
serenity and confidence that we must now look to 
the future.

Georgios Rouskas 
2020 CNUE President
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Prokópis Pavlópoulos, President of the Hellenic  
Republic: “The importance of the notary’s role in  
protecting rights has too often been underestimated.“
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On 14 January 2020, in Athens, the President of the Greek notariat, 
Georgios Rouskas, officially took over the presidency of the CNUE at a 
handover ceremony. To mark this entry into office, the President of the 
Hellenic Republic, Prokópis Pavlópoulos, honoured the participants with 
his presence. This as an opportunity for him to recall, in his official speech, 
the importance of the notarial function for European citizens and States. 

Extracts: 

“I am here today to pay tribute to the role played by 
the notariat in these difficult times. The President, 
Mr Georgios Rouskas, thanked me for some of the 
things I have done. But you too, I assure you, have 
done your duty in a very difficult time for the country. 
I am not forgetting, not only because of my present 
position, but also in my capacity as an academic, 
that the notary is a public officer, that he performs 
a public function, a public service. And it is from this 
point of view that the State as well as the citizens 
must view it. The importance of the notary’s role with 
regard to the rights he protects has too often been 
underestimated. There are many rights, not only the 
right to individual property, which is in any case a 
fundamental right guaranteed by the Constitution, 
by the European legislation, but also - it should be 
remembered - by the Council of Europe legislation. 
It is an emblematic right on which representative 
democracy is based. You all know that representative 
democracy is based on fundamental human 
rights. I would add that representative democracy 
stems from the American revolution, based on the 
fundamental right to individual property. But you, 
you exercise functions that go beyond that right 
and concern many real and personal rights. You are 
defending them in difficult times because these rights 
are in crisis, in danger, and not only in our country. 
We all know - thank you for allowing me to repeat 
this - in a very difficult period, when Greece was 
going from one crisis to the next and undergoing the 
successive assessments imposed by the Eurogroup, 
what conditions were laid down so that we could 

continue. And then, without you, perhaps one of the 
most important evaluations would not have had a 
favourable outcome. You have fully accomplished 
your task without giving up anything in the field of 
human rights. You have risen to the occasion, not 
only as public officers but also as Greek citizens. That 
is how we have stayed in Europe, of which we are an 
integral part, in order to contribute to the European 
process too. But also to claim, when necessary, our 
rightful place in our European family. 

I am sure that the Greek Presidency will be 
particularly successful, as befits Greek tradition and 
Greek notaries.”
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The CNUE at the time of COVID-19

Photo credit: Jean-Marc Gourdon
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The health crisis led the CNUE to change the way it operated. In a few 
weeks, with the mobilisation of its members, meetings in person gave 
way to online exchanges, via videoconferencing. A change in working 
methods for everyone, but, after a short period of adaptation, a new way 
of working together and moving forward.

One of the CNUE’s top priorities was to monitor 
national developments. During the first wave of 
the pandemic, Member States were affected to 
varying degrees. Depending on the country, health, 
legislative and economic arrangements were put in 
place. The CNUE monitored the measures taken and 
their effects on notarial offices. 

One constant that emerged initially was the desire to 
ensure the continuity of notarial services throughout 
Europe. In Spain, Italy and Romania, the authorities 
reminded notaries of their status as public office 
holders, so their public service missions had to be 
fulfilled at the risk of sanctions. For other notariats, 
the maintenance of the activity was often subject 
to several conditions, such as making appointments 
systematically with clients and/or only for emergency 
situations, frequently linked to testamentary 
provisions. The assessment of urgency was often left 
to the discretion of the notaries themselves. 

At the same time, health protection rules were 
systematised in the offices for both staff and clients: 
respect for distances, wearing masks, even gloves, 
generalisation of teleworking, reception of only those 
directly concerned by an act and only by the notary 
in charge, etc. 

In this context, the new health rules encouraged an 
increasing use of new technologies. This led to rapid 
legislative developments, some of which are likely 
to be permanent. Increasingly, the preparation of 
notarial acts can be done online, without physical 
presence. Notaries communicate with citizens and 
state bodies through encrypted channels. Public 
registers are being dematerialised. 

With the crisis, the digitalisation of notaries’ activities 
has accelerated. This was highlighted a few months 
later, in November, at a conference organised in 
Berlin by the CNUE and the Federal Chamber of 
German Notaries (“Bundesnotarkammer”). 
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With the participation of the German Minister 
of Justice and Consumer Protection, Christine 
Lambrecht, this conference was an opportunity to 
review the various initiatives taken by the European 
notariats to ensure the continuity of their services, 
particularly thanks to digital tools, such as the 
creation of a blockchain for powers of attorney in 
Germany and an online system for the creation of 
companies in Italy.
The President of the Bundesnotarkammer, Jens 
Bormann, recalled that during these difficult times 
it was the duty of notaries, public office holders, to 
continue their mission with citizens and businesses. 
However, Mr Bormann recalled that digitalisation 
could not be an end in itself: under no circumstances 
should the changes be detrimental to quality criteria, 
such as guaranteeing full legal certainty.

Extracts : 
“(...) As you all know, the COVID-19 crisis has posed 
major challenges to the administration of justice in 
recent months, despite the sound basic rule of law 
structures in Europe. This was and is true both for the 
judiciary and for the notariat (…).
However, I say to you today with conviction that 
as European notaries we have coped tremendously 
well with the challenges of the last few months. The 
European notariat has proved its robustness and 
crisis resistance. Notaries throughout Europe have 
successfully been able to continue their activities for 
citizens without interruption. Furthermore, I can also 
promise you today that we will always be there for 
our citizens, even if the pandemic continues for a 
longer period of time (…). 

There are two reasons for the strong resilience of the 
notariat in the face of the crisis:
Firstly, the applicable notarial professional law is 
sufficiently flexible to enable notaries to carry out 
their activities even in a crisis situation. The fact that 
notaries, as systemic important public officials, must 
also offer their services is confirmed, for example, by 
Art. 142 of the Italian Notarial Law of 1913. It expressly 
states that notaries must keep their office open even 
in the event of an epidemic. Even if German Notarial 
Law does not provide for such a legal regulation, it 
does open up the possibility for the notary to work in 
a contact-reducing manner, e.g. by using powers of 
attorney and subsequent approvals, thus minimising 
the risk of infection.
Secondly, today’s notariat is a highly modern 
profession. We notaries have accepted the challenges 
of digitalisation. Our great technical know-how has 
enabled us to carry out our notarial activity, even with 
regard to the imperative of keeping physical distance 
from each other. The preparation of notarial acts can 
be done online via videoconference or over the phone. 
Moreover, notaries were always able to communicate 
with citizens via encrypted channels. Public registers 
are accessible online, so that contacts between 
notaries and registrars can be avoided during the 
preparation of notarial acts. The execution and 
processing of acts, such as the entry of a new owner 
in the register, is now also carried out completely 
digitally via electronic communication with the 
courts.
Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues, the notariat 
has therefore already proved to be resilient to crisis 
and reliable in its present form. But we must not 
cease in our efforts to digitalise the profession. On 
the contrary, we must go ahead with the technical 
evolution of the notarial activity. We are indeed 
experiencing “exceptional circumstances” not only 
because of the health crisis, but also in view of the 
digital transformation with which we must keep 
pace.”
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The European Commission calls to strengthen 
the fight against money laundering

Photo credit: European Commission
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On 7 May 2020, the European Commission published a package 
of initiatives in the fight against money laundering and the  
financing of terrorism.
Among these, an Action Plan for a Comprehensive EU Policy on the Prevention of Money 
Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism, in which the Commission sets out its work 
priorities for the next twelve months: 

o  Ensure the effective implementation of the 
existing European framework, in particular by 
continuing to monitor the transposition of the 
directives in force by the Member States and 
by assessing the application and capacity of 
Member States to prevent money laundering in the 
framework of the European Semester. 

o  Present in the first quarter of 2021 a draft 
regulation for a more uniform application of the 
European framework in this field. The Regulation 
should at least include provisions setting out 
the list of obliged entities, the obligations of due 
diligence vis-à-vis customers, internal controls, 
reporting obligations, as well as provisions 
relating to the beneficial ownership registries and 
the central bank’s accounting mechanisms. A 
more harmonised approach to the identification 
of politically exposed persons should also be 
considered. Other measures could be to facilitate 
the use of digital customer identification remotely. 

o  Create a European Supervisory Authority to 
strengthen the coordination of national systems. 
National supervisory authorities will continue to 
be an essential part of this system and will remain 
responsible for most day-to-day checks. The 
establishment of the European core of this system 
is a priority, and its functions, competences and 
interaction with national supervisors will have to be 

clearly defined in a legislative proposal, announced 
for the first quarter of 2021. The task of monitoring 
at EU level could be entrusted either to an existing 
European agency, namely the European Banking 
Authority, or to a new specialised body.

o  Establish a support and cooperation mechanism 
for the Financial Intelligence Units. To this end, the 
Commission will present proposals to establish an 
EU coordination and support mechanism for FIUs 
in the first quarter of 2021. 

o  Strengthen criminal law provisions at EU level 
and the exchange of information, while ensuring 
respect for data protection and confidentiality. The 
role of public-private partnerships (PPP) should 
be encouraged to the extent possible between law 
enforcement agencies, FIUs and the private sector. 
The Commission will publish PPP guidelines by the 
first quarter of 2021. 

o  Strengthen the international dimension of the 
European framework to combat money laundering 
and the financing of terrorism. A new methodology 
on the assessment of high-risk third countries 
was published together with this action plan. The 
Commission will continue to work with Member 
States and strengthen its participation in the FATF 
so that the EU can play a more important role at 
global level.

All documents and more detailed information are available at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_800

What place for the CNUE in the fight against 
money laundering?
The CNUE followed with great interest the discussions 
on the European Commission’s action plan. The 
economic damage caused by money laundering is 
immense and the dangers of terrorist financing are 
evident. For notaries, as holders of a public office, 
the fight against this type of phenomenon is a key 
priority. In Europe, notaries are at the centre of the 
legal framework for real estate transactions and 
corporate acts, which are among the most significant 
channels of money laundering. For this reason, they 
must implement the FATF recommendations and 
the resulting European legislation. They also have 
an obligation to inform the public authorities of any 
suspicions that they may have about a financial 
transaction or operation.

In order to ensure good knowledge and application 
of European regulations, the CNUE is committed to 
the training of notaries. Thus, through its programme 
“Europe for Notaries – Notaries for Europe”, supported 
by the European Union, the CNUE organised seminars 
in nine countries between 2018 and 2020 on the 
subject of the fight against money laundering. The 
CNUE held an interprofessional webinar on the fight 
against money laundering on 6 October 2020. Some 
120 participants took part in the discussions, which 
were organised around two panels: 
o  One on “The identification of the beneficial owner 

in legal persons – challenges and perspectives”.
o  The other entitled “What do competent authorities 

expect from obliged entities? Gaps and ways to 
improve collaboration”.
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Participants included notaries from across Europe, but also representatives of other professions – accountants, 
lawyers, judges - , the banking sector, supervisory authorities, Interpol and even the European Commission, 
represented by Ms Raluca Prună, head of the Financial Crime Unit in DG FISMA.
Ms Prună focused on the action plan published on 7 May 2020 and the various initiatives to be undertaken 
to strengthen the European framework for the fight against money laundering. In the context of the public 
consultation organised by the European Commission, Mr Georgios Rouskas, CNUE President, presented in detail the 
CNUE’s proposals:

o  A future European regulation should take into 
account the following elements in order to remedy 
the lack of coherence caused by the divergences 
in the transposition of directives in the Member 
States: 
o the list of taxable entities; 
o the tasks of the financial intelligence units; 
o reporting obligations; 
o central bank accounts records; 
o the ceiling for large cash payments. 

o  In view of the differences between Member States 
concerning the risks of money laundering, certain 
elements should be regulated by national law. This 
would enable Member States to find tailor-made 
solutions using a risk-based approach tailored to 
their respective national jurisdictions.  

o  Since notaries are already subject to very strict 
supervision at national level – usually exercised by 
judicial authorities – the CNUE suggests that this 
should not be altered by an additional European 
supervisory authority. A central EU supervisory 
authority should have direct powers over the 
financial sector and support Member States by 
sharing knowledge and experience in order to 
improve supervision by national authorities.

A “mook” dedicated to combating money laundering
As part of the Training III programme “Europe for Notaries – Notaries 
for Europe”, the CNUE published in June a “mook”, dedicated to the 
fight against money laundering. This publication gives an overview of 
the work of international bodies and existing legislation in the fight 
against money laundering. It provides a useful source of food for 
thought for practitioners who, in their daily practice, must be able 
to serve the best interests of their clients, the State and society in 
general.

The publication is available at the following links: 

o  In English:  
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/63500778/cnue-the-fight-against-
money-laundering

o  In French:  
https://www.yumpu.com/fr/document/view/63500833/cnue-la-lutte-contre-le-
blanchiment-de-capitaux

Videos of the webinar are available at the following links:  

o Part I : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFTjal0AZbs 
o Part II : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gfZsUBgUAk
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Digitalisation of justice: an EU priority
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Georgios Rouskas, President of the Council 
of the Notariats of the European Union. 

[Notaries of Europe]

On 2 December, the European 
Commission published 
its Communication on 

Digitalisation of Justice in the 
European Union. It recalls in the 
preamble that “effective justice 
systems are also essential for the 
functioning of the internal market 
and a prerequisite for economic 
growth. Access to justice needs to 
be maintained and to keep pace 
with change, including the digital 

transformation affecting all aspects 
of our lives”.

Georgios Rouskas is the President 
of the Council of the Notariats of the 
European Union

This need for justice actors 
to deepen the transition towards 
digitalisation was particularly acute 
during the Covid-19 crisis. During 
this crisis, the notaries of Europe 

have taken action to ensure that 
their activities, recognised as an 
essential service of general interest 
by their supervisory authorities, 
could continue throughout Europe. 
New procedures were tested and 
proposed. However, they were based 
on a solid foundation that had been 
in place for several years: the creation 
and interconnection of registers, the 
dematerialisation of data transfer, 
setting up companies online, 

Digitalisation of Justice must 
be based on the experience of 

practitioners

P R O M O T E D  C O N T E N T

DISCLAIMER: All opinions in this column reflect the views of the author(s), not of EURACTIV Media network.

B y  G e o r g i o s  R o u s k a s  |  N o t a r i e s  o f  E u r o p e

Continued on Page 10

9EVENT  REPORT | LEGAL CERTAINTY IN THE DIGITAL WORLD: LESSONS FOR EUROPE  |  EURACTIV 

On 13 October 2020, the Council adopted conclusions on the further 
digitalisation of Member States’ judicial systems, stressing that the 
COVID-19 crisis had confirmed the need to invest in digital tools and 
make use of them in judicial proceedings. The Council therefore called 
on the Commission to develop a comprehensive EU strategy on the 
digitalisation of justice by the end of 2020. The appeal was heard since, 
on 2 December 2020, the Commission presented a Communication on 
the digitalisation of justice in the EU: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/
presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2246.
In response to the European Commission, the CNUE published in the following days an 
opinion column on the online news website Euractiv, signed by its President, Mr Georgios 
Rouskas, as part of a dossier on “Legal Certainty in the Digital World”.

Consult the Euractiv report at the following link:  
https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/special_report/legal-certainty-in-the-
digital-world-lessons-for-europe/  
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The digitalisation of justice must build on the 
experience of practitioners
On 2 December the European Commission 
published its communication on the digitalisation 
of justice systems in the European Union. It recalls 
in its preamble that “efficient judicial systems are 
essential for the functioning of the internal market 
and are a prerequisite for economic growth. Access 
to justice must be safeguarded and keep pace 
with change, including the digital transformation 
affecting all aspects of our daily lives”.
The need for justice practitioners to deepen the 
transition towards digitalisation is primordial, 
and was even more acute during the Covid-19 
crisis. During this crisis, the notaries of Europe 
have taken action to ensure that their activities, 
recognised as an essential service of general 
interest by their supervisory authorities, could 
continue throughout Europe. New procedures were 
tested and proposed. However, they were based 
on a solid foundation that had been in place for 
several years: the creation and interconnection of 
registers, the dematerialisation of data transfer, 
setting up companies online, the deployment of 
e-signatures, electronic authentic instruments, 
videoconferencing and others.
The Communication from the European 
Commission is part of this evolution, setting 
out several objectives. Firstly, to make digital 
technology the default option in cross-border 
judicial cooperation. This is an objective to 
which we fully subscribe. In many countries, 
communication between notaries and judicial 
authorities is now conducted in a dematerialised 
manner. This is the case, for example, for 
consultation and registration in public registers 
kept by notaries or by the state. Thanks to the 
European Network of Registers of Wills Association, 
the registers of wills kept by the notariat are 
even interconnected at European level and 
enable citizens to find out whether last wills and 
testamentary dispositions concerning them are 
registered in another country. This is also the case 
for setting up companies online, as required by a 
European directive. The European notariats are 
working together with their ministries of justice on 
innovative solutions for the effective transposition 
of the directive by August 2021.
A second objective of the European Commission is 
to promote better access to information. Europe’s 
notaries have been pioneers in this area, often with 
the financial support of the European Union. We 
are the first legal profession to have proposed a 
European directory of our members  
(www.notaries-directory.eu) to enable citizens 
to find a notary who speaks their language 
anywhere in Europe. We were also the first to offer 
multilingual information sites, for example on 

inheritance law in EU countries  
(www.successions-europe.eu) or on family law 
(www.couples-europe.eu). This content has been 
added to the European Commission’s e-justice 
portal, which must now be further consolidated. 
The European Commission also underlines the 
role of e-CODEX as the main tool for secure 
cooperation in cross-border civil, commercial and 
criminal proceedings. We have been supporting 
the implementation of e-CODEX since its creation 
in 2010 and we will continue to work on its 
development (…).
On the question of the digitalisation of notarial 
procedures, the stumbling block is not so much 
the nature of such digitalisation, but control 
and access to it. The European Commission’s 
Communication does not dwell on these aspects. 
How can we ensure that sensitive data are 
protected? How can we ensure that the judiciary is 
independent in the use of IT systems? How can we 
reconcile artificial intelligence and human control? 
How can we avoid excluding the elderly or people 
with disabilities from the process and not reinforce 
the digital gap which already exists among our 
populations?
In Europe, the law is based on the principle of 
preventive justice and effective regulation of 
economic operators. In 22 Member States, notaries 
have been guaranteeing legality for several 
centuries and have always been able to adapt to 
societal changes. The notary’s function is about 
authenticity, truth, security and the preservation 
of data on which the trust of States and our fellow 
citizens is based. At a time when forgery, fake 
information, falsified data, money laundering 
and cybercrime are on the increase, this truth and 
security are more than ever essential for society.

Georgios Rouskas 
President of the Council of the Notariats  
of the European Union
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Mr Reynders also invited the CNUE to participate 
in an online roundtable discussion with other 
representatives of the legal professions on 14 
December. On this occasion, the CNUE was 
represented by its Vice-President, Ádám Tóth. He 
stressed that notaries throughout Europe were 
actively developing technologies to simplify secure 
communication between notaries, public registers 
and clients through electronic channels and to 
provide their clients with efficient solutions for 
archiving their documents. At the same time, Mr 
Tóth recalled the importance of safeguards to ensure 
that the legal certainty and quality of preventive 
legality control in the judicial system as well as 
the reliability of public registers (such as business 
registers, land registers) are not compromised. 
Finally, Mr Tóth called on the European Commission 
to prioritise interoperability between national 
systems rather than building complex European 
governance and maintenance systems. In response, 
Commissioner Reynders confirmed that the approach 
to interoperability is the approach favoured by the 
European Commission. With regard to registers, he 
said that it would be necessary to carefully assess 
what type of data could be shared in a cross-border 
context and how.

Following the publication of the 
communication, exchanges at the 
highest level with the European 
Commission have multiplied. 
The Acting Director General of the Directorate-
General for Justice, Salla Saastamoinen, spoke at the 
closing conference of the CNUE Training Programme 
on 10 December 2020. She presented in detail the 
various elements contained in the Commission 
communication. On 11 December, the European 
Commissioner for Justice, Didier Reynders, took part 
in the CNUE General Assembly in order to exchange 
with the Presidents of the notaries and answer their 
questions.
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December was a pivotal month for the CNUE’s training activities. After two years, the third 
training programme “Europe for Notaries – Notaries for Europe” ended. During this programme, 
the CNUE organised 21 seminars in 14 Member States and provided training for some 1500 
notaries on family law and the fight against money laundering.

2018-2020 Training Programme
Europe for Notaries – Notaries for Europe 
21 training seminars in 14 countries

Ljubljana, Slovenia – 15 November 2018
Karlsruhe (Germany) – 18 January 2019
Madrid (Spain) – 28 January 2019
Arnhem (Netherlands) – 8 February 2019
Ljubljana (Slovenia) – 7 March 2019
Bucharest (Romania) – 21 March 2019
Bucharest (Romania) – 22 March 2019
Catania (Italy) – 12 April 2019
Brussels (Belgium) – 26 April 2019
Vilnius (Lithuania) – 10 May, 2019
Lisbon, Portugal – 15 May 2019
The Hague (Netherlands) – 6 September 2019
Paris (France) – 4 October 2019
Vienna (Austria) – 11 October 2019
Lisbon (Portugal) – 14 October 2019
Valletta (Malta) – 8 November 2019
Paris (France) – 2 December 2019
Brussels (Belgium) – 7 February 2020
Thessaloniki (Greece) – 6 March 2020
Poland (online) – 22 September 2020
Rome (Italy) – 15 October 2020

A workshop for national trainers – 3 October 2018
An interprofessional workshop – 6 October 2020
A Closing Conference – 10 December 2020

Presentation video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPbBhGZyfqo&list=PLG3DR7pUin5A8frpEnbYCHkXG3cCiroDy
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The closing conference of the programme was held 
on 10 December, bringing together more than 200 
European notaries, the project team, representatives 
of the European Commission, as well as the 
Romanian Judge of the Court of Justice of the EU 
(CJEU), Camelia Toader. Ms Toader spoke about the 
CJEU’s role and the case law concerning the activities 
of notaries. Her speech was followed by a virtual tour 
of this institution.
The project’s academic team took part in a first 
panel to assess the actions undertaken and to draw 
up guidelines for future training programmes. In this 
respect, Emmanuelle Cretin-Magand, in charge of 
“European Judicial Training” policies at the European 
Commission, presented the new strategy for judicial 
training for the period 2021-2024, published on 2 
December. This strategy broadens the scope of EU 
training offers for justice professionals to include new 
areas of action, such as digitalisation and artificial 
intelligence. It also sets ambitious targets: by 2024, 
30 % of notaries should be trained in EU law every 
year. Finally, legal professionals will be able to seek 
training in EU law through a European training 
platform, launched for a first trial phase and due to 
be fully operational during 2021.

At the second panel of the conference, the 
consequences of the health crisis were discussed, 
in particular the increasing digitalisation of 
legal activities, through a dialogue between 
representatives of the European notariats and the 
European Commission. These elements will feed into 
the reflections aimed at defining the CNUE’s training 
policy.
The CNUE intends to contribute to the achievement 
of the training objectives set by the European 
Commission in its new strategy. This is why in early 
2021 it launched a new two-year project co-funded 
by the European Union entitled “EU L@w for Notaries 
– Notaries for EU L@w“. The project aims to train 
notaries in three priority areas of EU law: 1) family 
law; 2) company law and 3) data protection law, 
combining interactive face-to-face seminars and 
e-learning. A further important step will be the 
preparation, development and implementation of 
an e-learning platform. It will host and organise a 
number of webinars, e-learning modules and MOOCs 
on the three topics mentioned.

The closing conference can be viewed online at the following link: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLG3DR7pUin5A8frpEnbYCHkXG3cCiroDy 
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